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1. INTRODUCTION 
This paper provides a construction for a local ring, starting from a given 
left and right noetherian ring R and an arbitrary prime ideal P of R. Since 
the term local ring has been interpreted in many ways by different writers, 
we give our list of desirable properties, in order to avoid misunderstanding. 
A ring Q is a local ring if 
(i) Q has an identity; 
(ii) Q has a unique maximal ideal M; 
(iii) Q/M is an artinian simple ring; 
(iv) {n Mn; n = 1,2,...} = 0. 
The construction uses the following set of elements of R 
V=(CER;CXEP+XEP), 
and begins with the change from R to a factor ring in which the elements 
of the corresponding set %? are not zero divisors. In commutative algebra 
all that is necessary is to factor R by the isolated component of zero, namely 
(0 : U). In our situation this object is not an ideal, but lies in the inter- 
section H = {n Pen); n = 1,2,...} of the symbolic powers P(n) of P, and so 
we pass to the factor ring R/H. In commutative algebra this variation would 
be trivial since H coincides with (0 : %). The symbolic powers of P first appear 
in Section 4 as the left and right symbolic powers. Their definition requires 
a discussion of closure properties on ideals, this is provided in Sections 2 and 
3. Theorem (4.3) shows that left and right symbolic powers are the same 
thing, but this result depends on theorem (4.2) which proves that 
(i) Pcr)Ps) C PI; Y + s = n; 
(ii) R/Pen) has a right quotient ring for n = 1,2,.... In Theorem(4.4) the 
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right quotient ring Qra of RIP(“) is shown to be an artinian primary ring, and 
a homomorphism Qn+i -+Qn exists for each n. 
Next we form the inverse limit & of the rings Qla ; n = 1,2,..., and & is a 
local ring with maximal ideal ii!2 which is complete in the &?-topology. 
This result is proved in Theorem (4.5), where it is also shown that & is a 
full matrix ring. Finally, the usual local ring Q is recovered as the envelope 
of R/H and the set of inverses of V/H. Thus Q is constructed as a subring of 
&. Its properties are given in theorem (4.6). The elements of Q do not take 
the classical form UC-~, a E R/H, c E V/H, but they take this form modulo 
each power of the maximal ideal M of Q. 
In Section 5 we consider a condition on the prime ideal P of R, which 
suffices to ensure that every right ideal of the local ring Q is closed in the 
M-topology. This condition ensures also that the elements of Q take the 
classical form and that Q is right noetherian. Without this assumption we 
are unable to prove that the construction leads to a noetherian local ring, 
indeed this seems an unlikely outcome, although we have at present no 
counter-example. 
Non-commutative localisation is considered in P. Gabriel [3] and D. C. 
Murdoch [8]. Both proceed in a context much more general than that 
accepted here, their methods are different from ours and the final results 
apparently overlap with those of this paper only in the commutative case. 
2. TOPOLOGICAL SETS OF IDEALS 
In this section R is taken to be an arbitrary ring. Following [2, p. 1571 and 
[3], we recall the properties of a topological set of ideals. 
A set 9r of right ideals of R is topological, provided that 
(Tl) 9 is a filtered set; 
(T2) a E R, FE 9 implies that a-‘F E 9, where a-lF = (x E R; ax E F). 
R may be regarded as a topological ring, having a basis of neighborhoods 
of zero which consists of right ideals, the open right ideals being the members 
of 9. 
When M is a right R-module, we define the 9-singular submodule 
Z,(M) = (m E M; r(m) E 9). 
Here we are using the notation; 
r(m) = (x E R; mx = 0), 
The 9-singular ideal of R is the ideal Z,(R). 
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A closure operation is defined on the submodules of M by taking the 
closure of a submodule N to be 
c&N = (mEM;mFCN,FES). 
The F-singular submodule of M is the F-closure of the zero submodule. 
Whenever P and ‘S are topological sets of right ideals of R, the set 93 
is taken to consist of those right ideals I for which c&J belongs to F. It is 
readily verified that P2? is a topological set of right ideals, which contains 
all the ideals of the form FG, FE 3, G E 3. 
A topological set of right ideals g is idempotent when 99 = .F. This 
is the important case for the present paper and occurs under the additional 
axiom. 
(T3) cls,I~ 9 if and only if I ES~. 
Any topological set of right ideals generates an idempotent topological set, 
namely Ftm = (n Stn; n = 1,2,...). 
When F is an idempotent topological set with St-singular ideal K, then 
g = ((F + K)/K;FE~) is an idempotent topological set of right ideals 
in the factor ring R/K and its g-singular ideal is zero. 
Let .M be any multiplicatively closed set of elements of R and define 
S(.&) to be the set of right ideals F of R such that a-IF meets .M for each 
aER. 
Then .F(&) is an idempotent, topological set of right ideals of R, as may 
be readily verified. 
A multiplicatively closed subset .4 of R is said to satisfy the right Ore 
condition if, for given a E R, m EM, there exist a, E R, m, E&Y such that 
am1 = ma, . When this property holds, the set (mR; m E A} is an idempotent 
topological set and is a subset of St(&). 
When .M has only regular elements, the right Ore condition on &Z is 
equivalent to the existence of a classical right quotient ring R& , whose 
elements have the form urn-l, a E R, m E & (see N. Jacobson [6], pp. 118-I 19) 
3. CLOSURES GF IDEALS 
It is now assumed that the ring R is right and left noetherian, and that P 
is any prime ideal of R. It is well known (see Goldie [4, lemma (3.8)]), that 
coincides with 
V ={cER;cxEP=>xEP} 
Evidently V is multiplicatively closed. 
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LEMMA (3.1) CR + PE%-(W) whenever c E V. 
Proof. The prime ring R/P has a classical right (and left) quotient ring 
with respect to its set of regular elements {[c + P]; c E %}. 
It follows that for each pair a E R, c E % there exist a, E R, c, E % such that 
UC, - ca, E P. Then cr E a-l(cR + P), so that CR + P E F(g). 
LEMMA (3.2). Let X be a right ideal of R which contains P and has the 
PrOP@-tY 
XnI=P*I=P, 
where I is a right ideal. Then X E g(U). 
Proof. We pass to the prime ring RIP. The given property asserts that 
X/P is an essential right ideal of R/P and this implies that X/P contains a 
regular element [c + P] of R/P. Then X Z CR + P, which implies that 
x E 2qU). 
The definitions and constructions made so far may be repeated for left 
ideals. With V specified already, we set 9 = P(U), and 9 = 9?(g) as the 
corresponding set of left ideals. Thus a left ideal G belongs to 9 if and only 
if Gu-l meets V for each a E R. Here Gu-1 = (x E R ] xu E G). 
The closure of a right ideal Z with respect to 3 is denoted by Kp(l), the 
closure of a left ideal L with respect to 9 by KA(L). We shall require a two- 
sided closure for ideals A of R given by 
K(A) = (~ER;G~FCA, some FE%,GE~). 
PROPOSITION (3.3). Let A be an ideal of R. Then FE 9 and G E B exist 
such that 
(1) K~(A)F C A; 
(2) GKX(A) CA; 
(3) FK(A)G C A. 
Proof. Let a, ,..., a, be a set of generators of &A) considered as a left 
ideal (R need not have an identity), and let uiFi C A; i = l,..., n. Take 
F = Fl n,..., n F, and (1) follows at once. Similarly (2) is obtained. 
From the definitions and (I), (2) we also obtain 
K(A) = K+(A)) = KP(K+% 
and (3) follows at once. 
One can readily verify the following properties; 
+A)) = ~(4 
K(A n B) = K(A) n K(B), 
for ideals A,B of R. Corresponding properties hold for the one sided closures. 
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4. LOCALIZATION 
The conditions imposed on the ring R are as in section 3, and we begin 
by defining symbolic powers of P. The left symbolic powers of P are the 
members of the sequence {H,}, where 
HI = K(P) = P; H,,, = K(PH,); n = 1, 2,... . 
The right symbolic powers K, of P are defined by 
KI = K(P) = P; K,,, = K&P); n = 1,2,... . 
In the case when R is a commutative ring one can readily verify that 
H,, = K, is the classical nth symbolic power P@) of P (see 0. Zariski and 
P. Samuel [9], p. 232). 
LEMMA4.1. LetcEVaandcxEH,. ThenxEH,. 
Proof. Since H, C P we obtain x E P = HI, Suppose we have proved 
that x E H, (m < n), then 
(P + Rc)x C PH,,, + H,, C H,+I. 
Then x E H,+l by lemma (3.1) for left ideals. It follows that x E H, , using 
induction. 
The set ([c + H,]; c E V} = V, is the nth-associated ivisor set of Q and 
Lemma (4.1) asserts that its elements are not left zero divisors in the ring 
WL - 
THEOREM (4.2). Let R be a right and left noetherian ring, P be a prime 
idealofRandH,;n = 1,2,... be the left symbolic powers of P. Then 
(1) H,H,2H,forallr+s=n 
(2) R/Hn satisfies the right &e condition with respect to the associated 
divisor set 97, , and V, is a set of regular elements. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on n and by induction on r for a given 
value of n. Part (1) is obviously valid for any n when r = 1. Now examine 
the case of H,+l, assuming that the theorem holds as a whole for H,,, (m < n) 
and that H+‘Hi+l-r _C H,,, , whenever 0 < I’ < Y. Consider H,.+lH,,+. , 
choosing h E H,,, , h’ E H,-, . Then GH,,,F C PH, , where G E B, FE F. 
Let c E F r\ V and then there exist h, E H, , c’ E V, x E R with 
h’c’ = cx + h, . 
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This follows from our assumption that %m satisfies the right Ore condition. 
It follows that 
cx E H,+, + H, = H,-, , 
so that x E H,+ by lemma (4.1). Also 
Ghh’c’ = Gh(cx + h,) C PH,H,-, + H,,,K C PH, , 
since we have assumed that H,H,-, C H, . It follows that 
Ghh’(c’R + P) C PH,, + H,,,H,+J’ C PH,, + H,,,H,-,,, C PH,, 
+ ~2-Lr,, C K,,, 9 
still making use of the inductive hypothesis. Then hh’ E K(H,+~) = H,,+l , 
and this means that H,.+lHn.+ C Hn+l. 
It should be remembered that the proof of (1) is not complete until the 
induction has been carried through on (2). We first show that wm+i contains 
only regular elements of R/Hn+l. Let c E $? and xc E H,,,, . Then x E H, 
since the elements of %n are assumed to be regular. Hence 
4cR + P) C %a+, + HA = K,, , 
so that x E K(H,+~) = H,,, . We know already from lemma (4.1) that 
cx E Hn,, implies that x E H,,, , so that %Z%+r consists of regular elements. 
Now let a E R, c E %?. Since R/H= has the right Ore conditions, there exists 
a, E R, cl E %? with 
ac, - ca, = h, E H, . 
Pass to the ring R = R/Hn+l, denoting images by use of bars. Set 
x = (2 E 8; h,$ E CR). Since H,P C H,,, , we have, n,,P = Ti and hence 
Y?z pp. Now E is a regular element of R/H,+1 and it follows that CR is an 
essential right ideal of R. Let I be a right ideal of R with 12 P and suppose that 
If &I = 0, then I C R and I = P. If znI # 8, then &I n d? # Ti, since 
ER is essential. In the latter case, there exists d~l with, say, 
Then d E X n f = P, so that d E p. Now &,p = b and &i = 0, which 
is a contradiction. It follows that 1 = P. Applying lemma (3.2) to the ring 
l?, we deduce that R meets ‘GF9,+r. Hence there exist E, E x, c2 G Le and 
&~a = 5, say. Then EC& = E(C& + 7). 
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It follows that R/H,,+1 has right bre condition with respect to Vnfl which 
completes the inductive proof of theorem (4.2). 
THEOREM (4.3). Under the conditions tated in Thorem (4.2), and denoting 
by K,, (n = 1, 2,...) the nth right symbolic power of P, the following hold: 
(1) H,, = K,, ; n = 1,2 ,..., 
(2) R/Hn satisfies the left 0 ‘re condition with respect o V, ; 
(3) V,, is the full set of regular elements of R/H, ; 
(4) Hn 3 n = 1, 2,..., is a P-primary ideal of R. 
Proof. Suppose that H,-, = K,+, . Now 
K,, = K(K,-~P) = K(H,+,H,) C H, 
by part (1) of Theorem (4.2). Because of the symmetry of our conditions, we 
can also say that H, _C K, and hence that H, = K, . Since HI = KI = PI, 
part (I) is now proved inductively. 
Part (2) follows from the symmetry of the conditions. 
To prove (3), we let a E R, and [a + H,] be a regular element of R/H,. 
Then a x E H, implies that x E H, . Let ay E P and consider 
Z = (z E R; zH,-, C H,). 
Since PH,-, _C H,, , Z is an ideal of R which contains P. Also 
so that y E Z. In case Z = P we can now assert that a E V. If Z 2 P then Z/P 
is a non-zero ideal in the prime ring R/P and contains a regular element of 
that ring. Hence Z meets V and c E V exists with c H,-, _C H,, . It follows 
from Lemma (4.1) that H,-, = H, . Summing up, either a E V or 
H,+, = H, . In the latter case we are given that 
ax E H,-, 3 x E Hnbl , 
and our argument is now repeated. It follows that, either a E P or 
H,, = H,-, = ... = HI = P. 
In this case we are given that a E 9 anyway. 
For the proof of (4) let A, B be ideals of R and AB _C H,, . If A $ P then 
A + P meets % and hence A meets V. Let a&?n A. Then cB_CH, implies 
that B C H,, because of Lemma (4.1). Thus AB C H, implies that, either 
A _C P or B _C H, , which means that H, is right P-primary, having regard 
to the fact that Pn C H, . Similarly we can prove that H, is left P-primary. 
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We have now proved that R/H,, has a right and left quotient ring, its 
properties are discussed in the next theorem. 
THEOREM (4.4). The quotient ring Qn of R/H,, is an artinian primary ring. 
Q,, is a homomorphic image of Qnfl for n = 1,2,... . 
Proof. We prove the last part at the outset. Take a G R, c E Q and consider 
the correspondence between Qn+l and Q,, given by 
[a + K+I1i? + &+P -+ [a + fhl[c + HP 
We prove that this is a homomorphism, and have to begin by proving that 
it is a mapping. Suppose that 
[a + fL+Il[c + Hn+Il-l = [b + Hn+J[d + H,z+11-~; b E 4 d E v. 
There exist e, f E V such that 
[C + Hn+J[e + Hn+J = [d + H,+df + K+ll and 
[a + Hn+J[e + Hn+J = [b + Hn+JIf + Hn+ll* 
Then ce - df E H,,, and ae - bf e H,,, , which means that these equations 
may be replaced by corresponding ones having cosets of H, instead of cosets 
of K,, . It follows that 
[a + HJc + H&l = [b + H,l[d + KF, 
which states that the correspondence is a mapping. A direct verification 
shows that it is a homomorphism from Qn+i to Qn . 
The combination of these homomorphisms for the cases 1, 2,..., n - 1 
shows that 
[a + H,J[c + H,]-’ -+ [a + P][c + PI-‘; a E R, c E g, 
is a homomorphism from Qn to Qr . Since Q1 is an artinian simple ring, the 
kernel M, of this mapping is a maximal ideal of Q,, . Now 
M, = ([p + fLl[c + ~,,I-l; P E P, c E W), 
so that M,” is generated by elements of the form 
[xl = [p11[c11-‘L$%l[csl-’ *** hlhl-l~ 
where [a] = [a + H,] for each a E R. Here pi E P, ci E V for i = l,..., n. 
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Ala0 we can write 
wliIP1 = Mvl-l 
where p E P, c E V are given elements and b E R, d E V are then determined. 
Since pd - cb E H,, , we see that b E P. It follows that [x] can he written 
in the form 
@I = CPdP,ll *** hl’w-‘9 
where pi’ E P, d E V, and this implies that [x] = [O]. Hence M,” = (0), 
which means that Q,, is an artinian primary ring. 
A ring Q is said to be a local ping if it satisfies the following conditions 
(i) Q has an identity element, 
(ii) Q has a unique maximal ideal M, 
(iii) Q/M is an artinian simple ring, 
(iv) {nM”; n = 1,2,...} = 0, 
a local ring is complete if it is complete in the usual topology defined by the 
ideal M. This corresponds to the commutative case (see [9], Vol. II, p. 256). 
The conditions and notation of the following theorems are those of the earlier 
theorems of this section. 
THEOREM (4.5). The inverse limit & of the rings Qn , n = 1,2 ,..., under 
the homomorphisms defined in the previous theorem, is a complete local ring and 
is a full n X n matrix ring. 
Proof. Let q E & have the form q = (ql , q2 , . ..). where qn E Qn . pnsider 
the homomorphism & -+ Q1 given by q -+ ql and let its kernel be M. Since 
&/&?I m Q1 , &/&!I is an artinian simple ring and i@ is a maximal ideal of &. 
The maximal ideal M, of Qn satisfies M,,” = (0,), denoting the zero of Q,, by 
the symbol 0, . Also 
M” = (Mln, Mzn ,...) = (4 , 0, ,..., 0, , M,“,, , ME,, ,...) 
for n = I, 2,.... It follows that 
{Mh; n = 1,2,...) = (0). 
Let 1, be the identity of Qn and 1 be the identity of &. Let m E ii?2 and 
1 = (11, 1, ,... ); m = (ml, mz ,... ); m, E M,. 
The element q’ = (li , 1, + m2, 1, + m, + rnSz ,...) belongs to & and 
(1 - m)q’ = q’(1 -m) = 1. 
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It follows that fi is the Jacobson radical of & and hence is the only maximal 
ideal of &. 
Let &/ii? M D, , where D is a division ring. We shall prove that & M t, , 
where t is a complete local ring whose maximal ideal is maximal as a left 
and right ideal. 
Let (e$ ; i,j, = l,... K) b e a set of matrix units for the primary ring Qn . 
Under the natural mapping of Qn+r to Q,, , defined in theorem (4.4) we can 
find a set (eT:i ; i,j, = I,..., K) of matrix units in Qn+i such that 
eE+‘-+ eyj i, j = l,... k.* 
It is now clear that the set of elements 
eij = (eZ , et ,..., ] i, j = l,..., k 
is a full set of matrix units in Q. 
Now for 12 = 1, 2,..., we have 
Q,, = f eTj lrj , 
id-1 
where l; EL, which is a completely primary subring of Q,, . There is an 
induced homomorphisml,,, -+ L, obtained from our natural homomorphism 
Q n+l + Q,, and with th e h 1 e p of this we can form the inverse limit t of (L, ; 
p = 1, 2,...). Evidently 
& = i eirlij ; lij EL. 
i.j==l 
The argument employed earlier in this proof can now be recast to show that 
t is a local ring with maximal ideal 8 such that L/a is a division ring, 
That & is complete in the M-adic topology, likewise L in the 8-adic 
topology, can be shown as in the case of commutative rings (see 0. Zariski 
and P. Samuel [9, Vol. II, Chapter VIII]). 
Our methods have led naturally to a complete local ring and “ordinary” 
localisation has to be recovered by defining a suitable subring of &. 
Let R be the given ring, P the given prime ideal, and H, be defined as 
before. The conditions assumed on R at the start of this section are still 
maintained. We suppose that (n H, ; n = 1, 2,...} = (0) which is equivalent 
to passing to a factor ring of R. This change corresponds to the usual proce- 
*We are “lifting” a set of matrix units in a ring R/N to the ring R, where R is 
artinian and N is a nilpotent ideal (see N. Jacobson [7], pp. 54-55). The theorem 
given there can be appropriately modified to apply here. 
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dure for a commutative ring, where localization ia preceded by factoring by 
the isolated component of zero. In our case this would be the set 
(xER/xc =O,somecEV) (4, 
and, as far as we know, this is not an ideal. Instead we divide by {n H,, ; 
n = 1,2,...} which contains the set given in (a) and which also contains the 
corresponding set 
(x~R~cx=O,somecEV) m 
The method ensures that we are considering, before localisation, a ring R 
in which the elements of U=U(F’) are known to be regular elements. It is 
well-known that for commutative noetherian rings there is no difference of 
approach involved, since the isolated component of zero equals the inter- 
section of the symbolic powers of the prime ideal P. 
The complete local ring & is now formed and R is isomorphic to a subring 
of &, so we shall consider R as part of &. The elements of V= U(P) are regular 
in R and have inverses in &. We define the local ring of R with respect o P 
to be the subring Q of & which is generated by R and Q-l. Thus Q is the 
subring generated by the elements of the form a@; a E R, c E %‘). We now 
have the following result. 
THEOREM (4.6). The ring Q is a local ring with maximal ideal M = QPQ 
and has the following properties: 
(1) i@nR=MnnR=H,; 
Q 8 
(2) zm~,wQn;n=1,2,,... 
Proof. An element a E R has the form 
([a + W, [a + HA...). 
This can belong to &P if and only if [a + Ht] = [O + Hi] for i = I,..., n. 
Hence A@ n R = H, . 
Now H, = K(PH&, so that H,, CQPHnmlQ. Thus, if H,+, Z Mnel, 
then H,, !L Mn . However HI = P _C M, so that H, C M” follows by in- 
duction. Now Mn n R C h?P n R = H, and together these give 
M”nR=i@nR=H,,. 
It is obvious from the construction of Q as the inverse limit (Qn ; ft = 1, 
2,...,) that &/il?P M Qn. L et a E R, c E V, then there exist al E R, cl E %’ with 
acl - ca, E H, . 
4Sd5/1-7’ 
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Then c-%I - a@ E QH,,Q C M” . The elements of Q are generated by 
elements of the form ac-1 and hence can always be expressed in that form 
module Mn. Thus an arbitrary element of Q/M” is expressible as 
[u + Mn][c + Mn]-l, a E R, c E V . 
Suppose that 
[u + Aq[c + tiy = [b + a&][d + lay, 
b E R, d E k4. Now there exist c, , dl E V with 
cd, - dc, E H, 
and we have UC-~ - bd-l E &P. It follows that 
and hence that 
ad, - bc, E H, , 
[a + Mn][(c + Mn]-l = [b + Mn][d + Mu]--1. 
The converse is evident since Mn C fin. This implies that the correspondence 
ca + an& + fin]-l -+ [a + M”][c + M”]-1 
is (1 - 1); it is readily seen to be an isomorphism, and hence 
At once we see that M is the unique maximal ideal in Q and that Q/M is an 
artinian ring. Moreover (nMn ; n = l,...,) = (0), because MC a. Thus 
Q is a local ring. 
COROLLARY. The elements of Q have the form UC-~ (mod M”) for each n; 
where UER, CE%. 
The elements u,c are apparently dependent on the choice of n, unlike the 
commutative case. 
5. CLASSICAL LOCALIZATION 
In this section a condition is imposed on the ring R which will ensure 
that the classical construction can be carried through. Other conditions 
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on R are as in section 4, these include the condition that (n H, ; n = I, 
2,...,) = (0). Our new condition is as follows 
(n K@ + H,); n = 1, 2,...,) = K#) (*I 
for all right ideals E of R. 
Property (*) is known to hold in case R is commutative, where it asserts 
that every factor ring of the local ring RP is also a local ring. It is unlikely 
to hold in the arbitrary non-commutative case, but we have no counter- 
example at present, for the case (n H,; n = 1,2,...,) = (0). In practice 
condition (*) will be replaced by the condition proved in the following 
lemma. 
LEMMA (5.1). Assuming condition (*) then for any right ideal E there 
exists an integer m > 0 such that 
E n H, C Kp (EP). (**) 
Proof. Consider the finitely generated module E = E - EP over the 
prime ring RIP. For any submodule fl C E define a closure operation d, by 
setting 
d,P = (&i?; CxCP; x an essential right ideal of R/P). 
Let 
1’, = d,{[(E n H,) + EP] - EP}; n e 1,2,... 
(rn} is a descending sequence of closed submodules of E, and the descending 
chain condition holds for closed submodules (see [4], p. 203). Suppose that 
Let x E En H,,, . There exists c E V such that 
[x + EP][C + P] E [(En Hm+J + EPI - EP; s = 1, L. 
so that 
and hence 
XC E (E n H,,,,,) + EP 
X(CR + P) C (E n H,,,) + EP. 
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Then x belongs to 
KP[(E n ffm+s) f Ep] = V(E) n Kf(Ep + Hm+s> 
and this holds for s = 1,2,.... 
Hence x belongs to 
K&f?) n {n Kp(Ep + f&+& s = 1, 2,-} = Kp(Ep). 
It follows that 
En H, C &EP). 
THEOREM (5.2). Let R be a right and left noetherian ring and P be a prime 
ideal which sati@es condition (*) and such that the symbolic powers of P meet 
in the zero ideal. Then R has the right C%e condition with respect o the set U(P) 
and its right quotient ring is a right noetherian local ring. 
Proof. Let a E R, c E V = q(P). There exist a, E R, c, E V with 
ac, = ca, + h, ; h, E H, ; n = 1,2,.... 
Let E = h,R + hJ? + -3. and suppose that h, , h, ,..., h, generate E. Now 
there exists m, such that 
E n H, C K~(EP); Vm > m, . 
Let n > max(m, , m,). Then h, E K~(EP); so that c’ E V exists with 
hnc = hd, + h,p, + .*a h&n, ; (pi E P). 
Then 
a(cnc’ - clp, - a** - c,lpml) = c(amc - a#, - a** - amIp,I). 
However c,,c’ - c#, - **. - c,,p,,,,~ V and the right Ore condition is 
satisfied. 
Let Q be the right quotient ring of R with respect to 5%‘. The elements 
of Q have the form (a&; a E R, c E U). That Q is right noetherian now 
follows as in the commutative case. 
COROLLARY. (1) The right ideals of Q are in (1 - 1) correspondence with 
the right closed right ideals of R, where 
ICQ-tIn R; 
JCR-t JQ; 
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(2) any right i&al I of Q is closed in the M-topology, that is, 
(n (I + M“); n = 1,2,...) = I. 
Proof. Part (1) is proved on the same lines as in commutative algebra, 
and (2) is an immediate consequence of (1) and the condition (*). 
THEOREM (5.3). Let Q b e a right noetherian local ring with maximal ideal 
M, which is also the Jacobson radical of Q. Every right ideal of Q is closed in 
the M-topology, if and only if, for each right ideal E, there exists s > 1 such 
that E n MS _C EM. 
Proof. Assume the stated condition. For a given right ideal Z let 
Z’ = {n (I + M”); n = 1,2,...}. Let E be a right ideal, which is maximal in the 
set of those right ideals Z for which Z # I’. If K is a right ideal with K 23 E, 
then K = K’ > E’. It follows that the Q-module Q - E has a unique simple 
submodule E’ - E. Now E’M C E, since the alternative would be that 
E’M + E = E’, which would imply that E’ = E, because M is the Jacobson 
radical of Q and E’ is finitely generated. Now, for some s > 1, we have 
and hence 
E’nMsCE’MCE 
E = E + (E’ n MB) = E’ n (E + MS) = E’. 
This contradiction means that the right ideals of Q are closed in the M- 
topology. 
The converse is proved by a simple modification of the proof of lemma 
(5.1). 
COROLLARY. Conditions (*) and (w) on the ring R are equivalent. 
Proof. We need to prove that (**) implies (*). However, (**) was used 
to prove Theorem (5.2) and its corollary. Let E be a right ideal of R, then 
{n EQ + Mn; n = 1,2,...} = EQ . 
Moreover, EQ n R = K~(E) and (EQ + M”) n R = K~(E + H,). Then 
(n icp(E + H,); n = 1,2,...) = K~(E), 
which is condition (*). 
The graded ring Q*, associated with a local ring Q, is defined as in com- 
mutative algebra [9]. Then 
Q =Q/MOM/MaO...OMn/Mn+‘O..., 
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multiplication being defined by allowing 
[u + Mr+l][b + MS+11 = [ab + M’+s+q; a E M’, a $ Mp+l 
b E M”, b 6 Ma+1 
and extending the definition in the obvious way to arbitrary elements of Q*. 
The completion & of Q is isomorphic to a full matrix ring, say & = t, , 
where l is a complete local ring, whose maximal ideal is maximal as a right 
ideal. Let L* be the graded ring of L. Observing that Q2/Mn; n = 1,2,... is 
a k x K full matrix ring over a completely primary ring, it readily follows 
that Q* is isomorphic to the full matrix ring (L*)k. 
In commutative algebra the following implications are proved 
Q noetherian z- Q* noetherian => & noetherian. 
In the non-commutative situation the implication 
Q* right noetherian =s- & right noetherian 
follows as in commutative algebra (see [9], Vol. II, Chapter VIII). The 
corresponding implication from Q to Q* remains an open question. The 
assumption that Q* is right noetherian is very strong, as may be indicated 
by the following theorem. 
THEOREM (5.4). Let Q be a local ring in which every right ideal is closed 
in the M-topology and suppose that the graded ring Q * is right noetherian. Then 
the Artin-Rees property holds for right ideals of Q. 
Proof. Let E be a right ideal of Q. Its leading ideal is the right ideal 
E* of Q* given by 
As E* is finitely generated, there exists s > 0 such that 
M”n(M”+l+E)= MSn(MS+l+E)~ 
M"+l Mu+1 
Hence 
M”+l + {Mn n (Mn+l + E)} = {M” n (M8+l + E))M”-* + Mfi+l, 
and this gives 
M” n E C (M”+l n E) + (M* n E)Mn-s; n >, s. 
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Fix an n > s and apply this inequality, replacing n by n + 1, n + 2,..., 
n+p-I, say. 
Then 
M* n E C Mn+* + (MS n E)Mn-8. 
Let p -+ co and use the fact that (MS n E)M+” is M-closed we obtain 
Mn n E = (Msn E)Mn-” Vn>s 
which is the Artin-Rees property. 
COROLLARY. Let & be a complete local ring and suppose that (&)* is right 
noetherian. Then the Artin-Rees property holds for right ideals of &. 
Proof. We know that $ is right noetherian and hence every right ideal 
of & is closed in the .i@-topology (see Hinohari [5j). The corollary follows 
at once. 
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